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Overview

How does “salary transparency” affect job seekers and companies? This report explores lessons from recent economic research on how workplace transparency affects labor markets in three key areas:

• **Job Search**: How does company transparency affect the way workers and companies find each other?
• **Pay Negotiation**: How does salary transparency affect the way new employees negotiate over salary and benefits?
• **On-the-Job Performance**: Are employees in more transparent companies more productive? Are they more engaged?

Key Findings

**Effects on Job Searching**

• Studies find better access to job information can encourage smarter job searching, help improve the quality of job matches, and may lead to shorter unemployment spells for workers.
• Providing more information to job seekers about job application processes improves the diversity of applicant pools by boosting the number of female job applicants.

**Impact on Pay Negotiation**

• Salary transparency helps expose pay gaps between otherwise similar workers, encouraging underpaid employees to renegotiate or move to better-fitting jobs, improving overall efficiency in labor markets.
• Men are more likely to negotiate salary than women. But studies show this “negotiation gap” disappears when information about other job applicants’ negotiation experience is public information.

**On-the-Job Performance**

• While the literature on productivity and salary transparency is mixed, most studies find employees are more productive and engaged when pay structures are transparent and predictable.
Outside of a small number of government and union workplaces, sharing salary information by employees has long been taboo. A 2010 survey by the Institute for Women’s Policy Research found that nearly half of all U.S. workers reported being either contractually forbidden or “strongly discouraged” from discussing pay with their colleagues,¹ and similar surveys from Glassdoor have found nearly one-fifth of workers are uncomfortable discussing current compensation with anyone.² These formal and informal “salary secrecy” policies make it hard for employees to learn who is paid what, why, and whether their own pay is fair and consistent with industry standards.

In recent years, there has been a gradual shift away from traditional workplace secrecy and toward more transparent salary policies. One casual indication comes from Google search frequencies. Figure 1 shows relative search interest for “salary” and “job” transparency since January 2010. Popular discussion of workplace transparency is a surprisingly recent phenomenon, with essentially no searches before 2010. Along with growing online job communities in recent years, popular interest in transparency has surged with searches for “salary transparency” growing by roughly 63 percent year-over-year from March 2014 to March 2015.

The rising interest in workplace transparency has caught the attention of researchers in recent

---

There is a growing literature in economics on how transparency in salaries, company culture, work-life balance and other workplace characteristics are having broader effects on today’s labor market. This literature offers clues about how pay transparency may affect a variety of economic indicators in the coming decades—including workplace productivity, unemployment duration, inequality and the gender pay gap, worker migration, employee turnover, and more.

In this report, we briefly summarize what we’ve learned so far from economic research on workplace transparency and how it affects three stages of the employment cycle: job search, pay negotiation, and on-the-job performance.

---

### Early Economic Ideas on Transparency

In a seminal 1962 article, economist George Stigler described the economics of information in the labor market for the first time. In it, he describes the dearth of information available to new college grads, and developed the first theory of how salary secrecy affects job seekers:

“The young person entering the labor market for the first time has an immense number of potential employers, scarce as they may seem the first day. If he is an unskilled or a semi-skilled worker, the number of potential employers is strictly in the millions. Even if he has a specialized training, the number of potential employers will be in the thousands....

“No worker, unless his degree of specialization is pathological, will ever be able to become informed on the prospective earnings which would be obtained from every one of these potential employers at any given time, let alone keep this information up to date. He faces the problem of how to acquire information on the wage rates, stability of employment, conditions of employment, and other determinants of job choice, and how to keep this information current.”


---

3. For an early view on how transparency and workplace information affects the economics of labor markets see the celebrated 1962 article, “Information in the Labor Market” by George Stigler, *Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 70 No. 5.*
The first stage of the employment cycle is *job search*. Unemployed workers search for open positions, and employed workers look for better or higher paying jobs elsewhere. How does job transparency affect this process?

Economists think about job search as a *matching process*. Job seekers decide how much effort to spend looking for jobs—either consciously or subconsciously—and that effort affects how likely they are to get matched up with employers. When deciding how much to search, job seekers compare the costs and benefits to themselves of searching. The benefits are the prospect of finding a better job or a higher salary. The costs are the time and effort to gather facts about job openings, pay and working conditions.

In general, labor market transparency lowers the costs of job search by making salary and company information more widely available. Transparency encourages more job searching and leads to potentially higher quality job matches. In theory, these better job matches mean better productivity, higher pay and shorter unemployment spells. So what does the academic research say?

**More Search Effort:** A 2014 study by Tufts University economist Laura Gee found that offering job seekers more information—in this case, telling them how many others had applied for a job—significantly boosted online job search effort. More importantly, providing more job transparency improved the gender balance of applicant pools by encouraging significantly more female job applicants.

**Moving to Where Good Jobs Are:** A 1991 study by economist Tara Vishwanath found the quality of job information has a dramatic effect on workers looking to move to new cities. More transparency improves relocation decisions, and better information about salaries promotes movement to areas with the strongest job markets. This highlights potential benefits from online tools such as Glassdoor’s “Job Explorer,” which allows job seekers to quickly identify job opportunities across the U.S.

---

• **Efficiency in Job Markets:** As long ago as 2001, MIT economist David Autor recognized that “job boards and other Internet labor market connections should increase the efficiency with which workers are matched to jobs.” He highlights several predictions from economic theory, including that growing job transparency is likely to raise worker productivity and wages, and help shorten unemployment spells.9

• **Fewer Discouraged Workers:** In a classic 1970 article, UCLA economist John J. McCall outlined the early theory of how better labor market information affects job search. He shows how greater job transparency lowers search costs and helps reduce “discouraged workers” who’ve dropped-out of the labor market—a significant problem that has plagued the U.S. labor market in the wake of the 2007-2009 recession. In this study, McCall famously argued that making job information more widely available could do as much to reduce workforce drop-outs than more costly worker re-training programs. 10

---

**Workplace Transparency is On the Way**

Most economists agree the main factor driving job transparency today is growing online company and job information. The anonymity of the web has made it possible to safely and easily share workplace information at a scale that was never before possible. Compensation expert Howard Risher recently highlighted these trends in the journal *Compensation & Benefits Review*:

> “Pay confidentiality has been eroding for years.... Millennials share every thought it seems. And they want to understand management actions. When that’s combined with the growing number of web-based sources of salary data—for example, SalaryExpert or Glassdoor—it is no longer possible to keep employees in the dark.

> “All of this leads me to believe pay confidentiality will be impossible to maintain. The pressure is likely to increase as young employees enter the workforce in greater numbers. HR offices need to prepare for what will almost certainly emerge.”


---

The second stage of the job cycle begins when workers obtain a job offer and begin negotiating with companies over pay. Economists refer to this stage as wage bargaining. How should we expect greater workplace transparency to affect salary negotiations?

To an economist, the key to efficient bargaining is for both parties to have good information. Unfortunately, good information can be hard for workers to find in the labor market. Companies typically have much more information about pay, benefits and working conditions than job seekers, and this so-called “information asymmetry” puts a wall between workers and employers. In theory, better job transparency should improve these types of pay negotiations, both for workers and companies. So what does the academic research say?

- **Better Wages:** A 1992 paper from economists Richard Hofler and Kevin J. Murphy investigates the degree of shortfall between what workers actually earn and what they could have earned if job information were cheaper and more widely available. They find U.S. wages were roughly 10 percent lower in the early 1990s than they could’ve been in a world with costless job information.\(^\text{11}\) In today’s U.S. economy, that would translate into a loss of roughly $757 billion per year in lower wages.\(^\text{12}\)

- **Paycheck Fairness:** Economic theory says that job transparency should lead to “pay compression,” which is where similar workers have similar pay, and salary transparency helps eliminate errors between identical workers. A 2014 study by Princeton University economist Alexandre Mas found a policy that made salaries of public employees more transparent ended up compressing pay of top city managers by 8 percent, suggesting that pay transparency can help expose and correct hard-to-justify pay gaps in the workplace.\(^\text{13}\)

- **Inequality and Information:** Before the era of online job information, workers relied more heavily on word-of-mouth information about labor markets from friends and family. A 2004 study from economists Yannis Ioannides and Linda Datcher Loury

---


\(^{12}\) Based on Q4 2014 annualized U.S. wages and salaries of $7.573 trillion from the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis’ NIPA Table 2.1, Line 3.


found gender and racial gaps in access to informal sources of job information, potentially disadvantaging low-income and minority households who lack informal professional networks. Greater online job transparency may help fill these gaps in job opportunities for some workers.

**Closing the Gender Pay Gap?**

A well-known fact about today’s labor market is the persistent disparity between wages paid to men and women. Overall, women earn roughly $0.81 per dollar compared to men, and even high-quality studies that control for differences in experience, occupation and education still find a pay gap of roughly $0.93 to $0.95 per hour. What does the research tell us about how salary transparency can help alleviate gender pay gaps?

**Equalizing Negotiations:** A 2012 study by economists Andreas Leibbrandt and John List found that a major contributor to the gender pay gap is a negotiation gap. Women are much less likely to negotiate with employers over salaries than men. But when researchers explicitly told all job seekers that pay was negotiable, this gender gap completely disappeared. This highlights one mechanism by which online sharing of company interview experiences can help mitigate gender differences in pay bargaining.

**Reducing Job Uncertainty:** A 2009 study by economists Rachel Croson and Uri Gneezy documents persistent differences in “risk aversion” between men and women in a variety of economic contexts. When there is little or no information available about pay and benefits for job openings, these positions are “riskier” and this fact alone may discourage women from apply to and competing for them. Providing better information about likely salaries, company culture, and work-life balance can helps resolve this uncertainty, potentially closing an important source of the gender pay gap.

**The Push for Transparency:** Recognizing the power of pay transparency to help mitigate gender pay gaps, some legal scholars have called for mandatory pay transparency among U.S. employers. A 2013 study by Marianne DelPo Kulow makes a legal case for mandatory wage disclosure laws, while a 2011 article by Deborah Thompson Eisenberg argues that pay transparency can serve as a “market based” way to eliminate gender discrimination in pay.

---

III. Transparency and Job Performance

Once job seekers have accepted an offer from an employer, the final stage of the job cycle is on-the-job performance. Do companies with more transparent pay information have more productive and engaged employees? Are workers in transparent workplaces more satisfied?

Unlike the previous research described above, this branch of the academic literature is less settled. Most studies find workplace transparency has an overall positive impact on company productivity. However, many laboratory studies from the field known as “experimental economics” find more mixed results.

• **Secrecy and Job Satisfaction:** A pioneering 1967 study by compensation expert Edward Lawler showed that pay secrecy can lead to a more dissatisfied workforce. He found that when employees don’t know what others are earning, they tend to overestimate their coworkers’ pay, leading to higher levels of job dissatisfaction than if actual pay information were made available as common information.

• **Work Effort and Transparency:** A 2013 study by economist Emiliano Huet-Vaughn conducted a large field experiment that exposed some workers to information about their peers’ pay but not others. He found workers under a more transparent pay regime “provide significantly more labor effort on average than those with no information about peer earnings.” The study’s results were summarized in a 2014 Atlantic Monthly article: “[P]ay transparency in some workplaces has the potential to boost economic output by improving the productivity of workers.”

• **Productivity and Transparency:** A 2011 study from Jordi Vidal and Mareike Nossol at the London School of Economics examined what happened at companies that switched from a policy of pay secrecy to one of open compensation. Giving workers information about relative pay led to “a large and long-lasting increase in productivity that is costless to the firm” (emphasis in original).

• **Pay Information and Effort:** A 2010 experimental study by economists Andrew Clark, David Masclet and Marie Villeval found that sharing information about workers’ pay relative to others significantly boosted work effort, even after controlling for the effect of individual pay. Sharing workplace information led to much higher work effort: each one-unit change in salary rank (out of five) led to a jump in employee effort that was equivalent to giving them a 33 percent pay increase.\(^{25}\)

• **Some Negative Evidence:** It is important to note that there also exists some contrary evidence on the workplace benefits of pay transparency. A 2012 study by David Card et al. found that public pay disclosure for University of California employees led to lower job satisfaction by many low-paid workers, leading to significant job dissatisfaction.\(^{26}\) Similar effects have been reported in several laboratory style experimental studies.\(^{27}\) However, many economists argue that even these finding may have a valuable silver lining: if salary transparency leads to dissatisfaction by under-paid workers, it helps encourage them to renegotiate pay or move elsewhere to better-fitting job matches, improving efficiency in the labor market.\(^{28}\)

---


Interest in workplace transparency—both among companies and job seekers—has surged in recent years. From this brief report, several lessons from economic research on the impact of workplace transparency are clear.

More and better information in job markets leads to smarter job searching, improved fairness in pay setting, more diverse applicant pools, potentially shorter unemployment spells, smarter relocation decisions, and—at least according to the majority of published research—a more engaged and productive workforce.

As workers increasingly turn to online sources for job and company information in the coming decades, this research suggests several areas to watch for evidence of the broader economic effects of expanding career communities such as Glassdoor on today’s job market.
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